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The universe is made mainly of hydrogen (~75%) and helium (~25%) 
+ traces of heavier elements



Where did all the elements come from?
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Neutron-star mergers (‘kilonova’)



George Gamow is generally credited with having founded the theory of primordial 
nucleosynthesis and, as a corollary, predicted the temperature of the relic radiation  



The real story is that while Gamow had brilliant ideas, he could not calculate too well, so 
enlisted the help of graduate student Ralph Alpher and posdoc Robert Herman  

1) was published on 1 April 1948 … including Bethe (who had nothing to do with it) - but 
leaving out Herman because he “stubbornly refused to change his name to Delter”!



The modern theory of primordial nucleosynthesis is based essentially on this paper … 
which followed the crucial observation by Hayashi (Prog.Theoret.Phys.5:224,1950) that 

neutrons and protons were in chemical equilibrium in the hot early universe 

Alpher’s achievement was recognised belatedly when he was 
awarded the US National Medal of Science in 2005: 

"For his unprecedented work in the areas of nucleosynthesis, for 
the prediction that universe expansion leaves behind background 
radiation, and for providing the model for the Big Bang theory" 



Weak interactions and nuclear reactions in expanding, cooling universe 
(Hayashi 1950, Alpher, Follin & Herman 1953, Peebles 1966, Wagoner, Fowler & Hoyle 1967)

Dramatis personae:
Radiation (dominates)
Matter 
baryon-to-photon ratio (only free parameter)

Initial conditions: T >> 1 MeV,  t << 1 s
n-p weak equilibrium:

neutron-to-proton ratio:

Weak freeze-out: Tf ~ 1 MeV,  tf ~ 1 s
which fixes:

Deuterium bottleneck: T ~ 1 → 0.07 MeV
D created by
but destroyed by high-E photon tail:
so nucleosynthesis halted until:
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Tnuc ~ ΔD/-ln(η)
Element synthesis: Tnuc ~ 0.07 MeV, tnuc ~ 3 min
(meanwhile n/p→ 1/7 through neutron β-decay) 
nearly all n→ 4He (YP ~ 25% by mass) + left-over traces of D, 3He, 7Li (with 6Li/7Li ~ 10-5)

No heavier nuclei formed in standard, homogeneous hot Big Bang … must wait for stars to form 
after a ~billion years and synthesise all the other nuclei in the universe (s-process, r-process, …)



v Computer code by Wagoner (1969, 1973) .. updated by Kawano (1992)

v Coulomb & radiative corrections, ν heating et cetera (Dicus et al 1982)

v Nucleon recoil corrections (Seckel 1993)

v Covariance matrix of correlated uncertainties (Fiorentini et al 1998) 

Updated nuclear cross-sections (NACRE 2003)



The ‘first three minutes’



• Time < 15 s, Temperature > 3 x 109 K
–universe is soup of protons, electrons and other particles … so hot that 

nuclei are blasted apart by high energy photons as soon as they form

• Time = 15 s, Temperature = 3 x 109 K
–Still too hot for Deuterium to survive
–Cool enough for Helium to survive, but too few building blocks

• Time = 3 min, Temperature = 109 K
–Deuterium survives and is quickly fused into He
–no stable nuclei with 5 or 8 nucleons, and this restricts formation of 

elements heavier than Helium
–trace amounts of Lithium are formed

• Time = 35 min, Temperature = 3 x 107 K
–nucleosynthesis essentially complet (still hot enough to fuse He, but 

density too low for appreciable fusion)

Model makes predictions about the relative abundances of the light 
elements 2H, 3He, 4He and 7Li, as a function of the nucleon density



Primodial versus Stellar Nucleosynthesis

• Timescale
– Stellar Nucleosynthesis (SN): billions of years
– Primordial Nucleosynthesis (PN): minutes

• Temperature evolution
– SN: slow increase over time
– PN: rapid cooling

• Density
– SN:  100 g/cm3 

– PN:  10-5 g/cm3 (like air!)

• Photon to baryon ratio
– SN: less than 1 photon per baryon
– PN: billions of photons per baryon

1H

2H

3He

4He

6Li

7Li

9Be

no stable nuclei

The lack of stable elements with masses 5 and 8 make it hard for BBN 
(2-body processes, short time-scale) to synthesise elements beyond helium

… this can be happen only in stars, on a (much) longer timescale 



Uncertainties in synthesized abundances are correlated … estimate using Monte Carlo 
(Smith, Kawano, Malaney 1993; Krauss, Kernan 1994; Cyburt, Fields, Olive 2004)

The neutron lifetime normalises the “weak” interaction rate: τn = 880.0 ± 0.9 s
(has recently dropped in value by ~5σ because of one new measurement!) 



NEUTRON LIFETIME MEASUREMENT 
USING MAGNETICALLY TRAPPED 
ULTRACOLD NEUTRONS

The neutron lifetime cannot be 
accurately computed theoretically 
(even knowing the weak 
interaction coupling GF very well) 
because there are corrections due 
to the strong interactions (which 
alter gA/gV away from unity) .. so it 
has to be measured experimentally 



Linear propagation of errors → covariance matrix (in agreement with Monte Carlo results)
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BBN Predictions
line widths ⇒ theoretical uncertainties (neutron lifetime, nuclear #-sections)



Nucleosynthesis without a computer 

If … then abundances approach equilibrium values

… but general solution is:

Freeze-out occurs when:

Examine reaction network 
to identify the largest 

‘source’ and ‘sink’ terms

obtain D, 3He and 7Li to 
within a factor of ~2 of 

exact numerical solution, 
and 4He to within a few %

source sink

…………...
analytic 
solution

Dimopoulos, Esmailzadeh, Hall, Starkman, ApJ 378:504,1991

⇒

⇒



… can use this formalism to determine joint dependence of abundances 
on expansion rate as well as baryon-to-photon ratio

and so:

… can therefore employ simple χ2 statistics to determine best-fit values and 
uncertainties (faster than Monte Carlo + Maximum Likelihood)

Lisi, Sarkar, Villante, Phys.Rev.D59:123520,1999

⇒



Inferring primordial abundances



Observations of the light elements He and Li

• Helium Abundance
–measured in extragalactic HII 

regions with lowest observed 
abundances of heavier elements 
such as Oxygen and Nitrogen 

(i.e. smallest levels of 
contamination from stellar 
nucleosynthesis)

• Lithium Abundance
–measured in halo Pop II stars
–Lithium is easily destroyed hence 

observe the transition from low 
mass stars (low surface temp) 
whose core material is well mixed 
by convection, to higher mass 
stars (higher surface temp) where 
mixing of core is not efficient



For a quantity of such fundamental cosmological importance, relatively little
effort has been spent on measuring the primordial helium abundance

Recent reevaluations (e.g. Aver et al, JCAP 07:011,2015, Izotov et 
al, MNRAS 445:778,2014) are consistent with YP = 0.245±0.003



Observe in primitive (Pop II) stars: (most abundant isotope is 7Li)
- Li-Fe correlation⇒ mild evolution

- Transition from low mass/surface temp stars (core well mixed by 
convection) to higher mass/temp stars (mixing of core is not efficient)

Primordial Lithium

‘Plateau’ at low Fe (high T) ⇒ constant abundance at early epochs 
… so infer observed ‘7Li plateau’ is primordial (Spite & Spite 1982)



Primordial deuterium?Look in Quasar AbsorptionSystems -
low density clouds of gas seen in 
absorption along the lines of sight to 
distant quasars (when universe was 
only ~10% of its present age)

The difference between H and D 
nuclei causes a small change in the 
energies of electron transitions, 
shifting their absorption lines apart 
and enabling D/H to be measured 

ELy−α ~ α 2µreduced

δλD

λH

= −
δµD

µH

= −
me

2mp

cδz = 82  km/s
But:
• Hard to find clean systems
• Do not resolve clouds
• Dispersion/systematics?
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W. M. Keck Observatory

Spectra with the necessary 
resolution for such distant 
objects can be obtained 
with 10 m class telescopes … 
this has revolutionised the 
determination of the 
primordial D abundance 



The observed scatter is not consistent with fluctuations about an average value!

Progress made by looking at ‘damped Ly-a’ systems in which the H column density can 
be precisely measured and many resolved D absorption lines are seen – leading to a 

determination of log(D/H) = −4.597±0.006 (Cooke & Pettini, MNRAS 425:1244,2012) 



Inferred primordial abundances

4He observed in extragalactic HII regions:

2H observed in quasar absorption systems (and ISM):

7Li observed in atmospheres of dwarf halo stars:

Systematic errors have been re-evaluated based on scatter in data
(Particle Data Group, Phys.Rev.D98:030001,2018)

(3He can be both created & destroyed in stars … so 
primordial abundance cannot be reliably estimated)

YP = 0.245 ± 0.003 

D/H|P = (2.569 ± 0.027) x 10-5

Li/H|P = (1.6 ± 0.3) x 10-10



is in agreement with
allowing for large uncertainties 

in the inferred abundances  
5.8 < h10 < 6.6 (95% CL)

Confirms and sharpens the 
case for (two kinds of) 

dark matter

Baryonic Dark Matter:
warm-hot IGM, Ly-α , X-ray gas

+
Non-baryonic dark matter: ?

BBN versus CMB

CMBηBBNη
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There is a “lithium problem” possibly indicative of non-standard physics

Constrains the Hubble 
expansion rate at t ~ 1 s
⇒ bounds on new particles

BBN



The Cosmic Microwave Background

provide independent measure of Wbh2

Acoustic oscillations in (coupled) 
photon-baryon fluids imprint 
features at small angles (< 1o) in 
CMB angular power spectrum

Detailed peak positions, heights, …
sensitive to cosmological parameters
e.g. 2nd/1st peak ratio ⇒ baryon density

TΔ

Bond & Efstathiou, ApJ 285:L45,1984   
Dodelson & Hu, ARAA 40:171,2002

e.g. Planck best-fit:
Wbh2 = 0.0223 ± 0.0002
⇒ h10 = 6.09 ± 0.06

(NB: degeneracies with e.g. ns, t …)

NB: The CMB measure of the baryon-to-photon ratio is at t~400,000 yr, cf. t~1 s for BBN, 
so the two should agree only if there has been no dissipation of energy in between ….





Element abundances sensitive to 
expansion history during BBN

⇒ observed values constrain 
relativistic energy density

(Hoyle & Taylor 1964, Peebles 1966; 
Shvartsman 1969; Steigman et al 1977)

Pre-CMB:
4He as probe, other elements give η

2.3 < Nν < 3.4 

With η from CMB:
• All abundances can be used 
• 4He still sharpest probe

Nν = 2.88 ± 0.16 

rel
2 ~ rGH nnn rrr

eff,EMrel N+º

Cyburt et al, Rev.Mod.Phys.88:015004,2016

Example:  “Neutrino” Counting

…. so a singlet neutrino (cf. LSND) is allowed



Note n-p mass difference is sensitive to both em and strong interactions, 
while freeze-out temp is sensitive to weak interactions and gravity, hence 

4He abundance is exponentially sensitive to all coupling strengths

Conversely obtain bound of < few % on any additional contribution to 
energy density driving expansion … e.g. rules out Λ of O(H2) always 

(since this would correspond to a large ‘renormalisation’ of GN)

Example: Fundamental couplings



In fundamental theories e.g. string theory, the physical “constants” do vary with 
time … but the BBN constraint says that this must have stopped before t ~ 0.1 s



Extensions of the Standard Model 
predict new (typically) unstable particles, 
which would have been created 
(thermally) in the early Universe,
e.g. TeV mass gravitinos in supergravity

(Weinberg 1982; Khlopov & Linde 1983; Ellis, 
Nanopoulos & Sarkar 1985; Reno & Seckel 1988) 

The high energy photons would have 
photo-dissociated the synthesized 
elements ⇒ severe limits on the 
decaying particle abundance

This requires that highest temperature 
reached in our past (after inflation) was  
< 108 GeV … constraint on baryogenesis!

Example: BBN and decaying particles
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Ellis et al, Nucl.Phys.B373:399 1992, 
Cyburt et al, Phys.Rev.D67:103521,2003 

particle lifetime (s)



Summary

Observational inferences about the 
primordially synthesised abundances of D, 
4He and 7Li presently provide the deepest

probe of the Big Bang, based on an 
established physical theory

The overall concordance between the 
inferred primordial abundances of D and 4He 

with the predictions of the standard 
cosmology requires most of the matter in the 

universe to be non-baryonic, and places 
constraints on any deviations from the usual 

expansion history (e.g. new neutrinos)

Nucleosynthesis marked the beginning of the 
development of modern physical cosmology 

… and it is still the final observational frontier 
as we ‘look back’ to the Big Bang


